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Abstract—Most existing works regarding facial demographic
estimation are focused on still image datasets, although nowadays
the need to analyze video content in real applications is increasing. We propose to tackle gender, age and ethnicity estimation
in the context of video scenarios. Our main contribution is to
use an attribute-specific quality assessment procedure to select
most relevant frames from a video sequence for each of the
three demographic modalities. Selected frames are classified with
fine-tuned MobileNet models and a final video prediction is
obtained with a majority voting strategy. Our validation on
three different datasets and our comparison with state-of-theart models, show the effectiveness of the proposed demographic
classifiers and the quality pipeline, which allows to reduce
both: the number of frames to be classified and the processing
time in practical applications; and improves the soft biometrics
prediction accuracy.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Demographic soft biometrics (e.g. gender, ethnicity, age)
are among the most frequently used traits for improving
and complementing the performance of biometric systems.
Their effectiveness in the context of biometric-related applications involving access control, video surveillance, person
re-identification or human-computer interaction among others,
has been set through several works in literature [1], [2].
Despite their already established convenience in video protection domains, there are just a few works regarding demographic soft biometrics estimation in videos and a reduced
number of public video datasets are available to validate results
[3]. Most of these available collections also have the additional
problem of unbalanced classes (usually, more Males than Females, more Caucasians than other representative ethnicities,
or more Middle-Age people than Children and Seniors).
Captured frames from real video applications, characterized
by uncontrolled environments and non-cooperative subjects of
unknown identities, usually go through a loss of visual information; occlusions; variations in terms of pose, illumination
and facial expressions. Under these conditions, the automatic
estimation of demographic attributes becomes significantly
complex, and existing still images classifiers decrease their
performance.
Motivated by the lack of works dealing with demographic
estimators in the domain of video applications, and the increase of uploaded video content to the Internet, we propose
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a pipeline for the automatic estimation of gender, ethnicity
and age in videos. The main contribution in this pipeline is a
quality assessment procedure for each specific soft-biometric
modality, including 12 quality measures, designed to select key
frames from a video sequence. The most discriminant frames
are classified by means of a fine-tuned MobileNet architecture
[4] and a majority voting strategy is performed to obtain the
final video prediction. The entire procedure reduces both: the
number of frames to be classified and the processing time; and
improves the estimation accuracy of using all frames.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Most existing works on demographics estimation are focused on still images, and just a few approaches propose
a solution for estimating gender, ethnicity and age at once
[5], [6]. Gender estimation is the most studied demographic
attribute. State-of-the-art approaches already obtain very good
results in most of the still image datasets [7], [8]. For ethnicity,
on the other hand, despite state-of-the-art accuracy is good,
there is no standard consensus of ethnic labels and datasets
to validate results from one paper to another: authors define
their own ethnicity classes according to the practical interest
of the research, in some cases depending on people skin color
instead of their region of origin [9], [10]. The problem of
age estimation remains the most complex one. State-of-the-art
algorithms for exact age estimation rounds the 3 or 4 years of
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) in most cases [11], while there
is still a large margin of improvement for accuracy in the
estimation of age groups [12].
A detailed review on demographic estimation algorithms
can be found in [13], where authors discussed the lack of
works dealing with demographic estimation in videos, as well
as the lack of proper datasets for its evaluation in this type of
scenarios. Analyzing the works that address soft-biometrics
in videos, we find that the proposal of [14] consists on a
demographic estimation strategy that encodes and exploits the
correlation between face images of a video sequence through
manifold learning. In [15], pixel intensity-based and Biologically Inspired Model (BIM) features are employed, along
with Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers, to obtain
a prediction of gender and ethnicity in video frames from
surveillance scenarios. The works of [16], [17] employ smile-
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dynamic features for age and gender respectively, exploring
the influence of some facial expressions in the estimation of
demographic attributes. The proposal of [18] represents the
temporal dependencies on a video sequence by means of a
probabilistic graphical model. The gender estimation from a
face at a specific time depends on features extracted from
previous frames of the sequence. A temporal coherent face
descriptor for video gender recognition is proposed in [19].
Authors build a single video representation by concatenating
pixel-intensity features from all frames and a SVM classifier is used to obtain video prediction at once. The use
of intermediate features of a CNN was explored in [20],
with a component-based face representation methodology that
exploits the gender information provided by different face
parts. The intermediate features extracted from video key
frames are combined with two different strategies in order to
preserve the temporal information and obtain the final gender
prediction with a Random Forest (RF) classifier. These works
explore different types of frame combination to obtain a single
video prediction, but they do not address the problem of the
face quality difference that can affect frames in a sequence.
This quality difference may produce prediction mistakes when
using classifiers trained in still image scenarios.
The closest work to our proposal is the one from Selim et al.
[21], in which each frame of a video sequence is classified by
means of a deep and compact CNN and a quality assessment
step is introduced in the pipeline. A quality criterion that quantifies frame blurriness is applied, and specific CNN models are
trained on faces with similar blurriness to obtain the prediction.
In contrast to that work, we propose to evaluate the quality
of each video frame, and select only the best quality ones
for prediction combination. Another difference with Selim et
al.‘s proposal is that they only evaluate the quality in terms of
blurriness, while we employ 12 quality measures comprising
illumination, head pose, resolution, occlusions, among others.
The works of [14], [15] validated their results in video
datasets with demographic attribute annotations which are not
under public domain. Authors of [16], [17] evaluate the performance of their proposals in the UvA-NEMO Smile Database
[16], a controlled face video collection fully annotated for
gender and age, with fairly good quality/resolution videos. In
[18], [19], [20], [21] the McGill Faces dataset [22] is used
to validate results for gender classification in videos, but in
[20] the prediction accuracy reached 100%, which makes this
dataset limited to more extensive experimentation. To the best
of our knowledge, these two datasets are the only face video
collections with demographic annotations that are publicly
available.
III. P ROPOSAL
One of the advantages of dealing with video sequences
instead of still images is the information availability. Although
it is a much more complex problem, the information present in
different frames of a video sequence can be combined in one
single representation, describing all the sequence variability; or
use a majority voting strategy among frames to decrease error

probabilities in the final video prediction. However, in realtime video applications there is no chance for processing an
entire sequence. Therefore, the initial selection of frames that
better represents a video will be a key step in the subsequent
classification procedure.
Selecting the best frames of a video sequence could be done
in many ways, depending on what is considered good. In the
context of uncontrolled environments, where several factors
influence the frame capture, choosing just the least affected
frames should be a good strategy. We could then associate the
goodness of a frame to certain quality parameters; for instance,
illumination, resolution, facial expressions, among others.
In this paper, we propose a quality assessment for key
frames selection that will depend on the specific demographic
attribute: certain frames could have good quality to accurately
classify the gender of a person, but not be suitable for age
estimation, for instance. To evaluate the quality of a frame,
the outputs of different quality measures could be combined
to obtain a single value, but then, the definition of certain
combination weights would be necessary. Since we do not
know beforehand which quality measures are more important
for the estimation of specific attributes, we employ a classifier
to learn their relevance for each classification task.
Given a video sequence and a specific demographic attribute
(e.g. gender), we classify each frame according to the attribute
and we label it as “Good” or “Bad” depending on if it was
correctly classified or not. We consider correctly classified
frames as having Good Quality and wrongly classified ones as
having Bad Quality for the particular task of gender estimation
in this case.
Once we have identified Good and Bad Quality frames, we
represent them by a vector of 12 components corresponding to
the output score of 12 different quality measures relatives to:
Pose, Illumination, Occlusion, Resolution, Sharpness, Mouth
State, Eyes State, Gaze, Color Leveling, Face Centering, Red
Eyes and Uniform Background; which were introduced in the
work of [23] to determine the identification value of face
images according to the standard ISO/IEC 19794-5 [24]. This
quality ground truth with its corresponding quality features is
used to train a Random Forest (RF) classifier [25] to learn
to discriminate Good and Bad Quality frames based on these
12 quality measures. Final video prediction is obtained with
a majority voting strategy among best quality frames selected
by the RF classifier:
Formally, given a sequence of video frames F =
{f1 , f2 , . . . fm } and an attribute α with L = {l1 , l2 , . . . lk }
possible labels, we define q n ⊆ F as the set of the n best
quality frames of the sequence (1 ≤ n ≤ m) and qlnk ⊆ q n as
the set of the f ∈ q n for which the classification according to
α (from now on defined as Cα ) corresponds to the lk label:
qlnk = {f ∈ q n | Cα (f ) = lk }

(1)

Then, the li resulting after applying the majority voting
strategy over the sequence F given the α attribute, responds
to the following formulation:
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Fig. 1. Example of quality assessment procedure for gender estimation.

li ∈ L(1 ≤ i ≤ k) | ∀lj ∈ L(1 ≤ j ≤ k, j 6= i), | qlnj |<| qlni |

(2)

Figure 1 shows an example of a gender quality assessment
procedure. In the figure, given 8 frames and the probability of
each one to be a Good Quality frame for gender estimation,
we select the n best ones (in this case we set n = 5) and
obtain the video gender prediction with the majority voting
strategy.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. Dataset selection
As mentioned before, there are several still image datasets
for face analysis with available demographic attribute labeling,
but they are not suitable for evaluating the performance of softbiometric estimators in video scenarios. Current image datasets
do not possess the variability or noise present specifically in
videos, like low resolution, motion blur, arbitrary poses, occlusions, bad and varying illumination problems, etc. Even though
we can count now with several video datasets for face analysis
tasks, to the best of our knowledge, just the McGill and the
UvA-Nemo datasets present some demographic annotations.
For the former, a very small dataset, gender classification
accuracy already reached 100% in the work of [20], therefore
is unnecessary to conduct more extensive experiments on it.
For the latter, we found that it contains fairly good quality
videos, so the slight difference between those frames tagged
as “Good” and those tagged as “Bad” by our models, leave
little or no room for a quality procedure. Taking all this into
account, we adopted two evaluation strategies in order to show
the suitability of using a quality assessment within the video
classification pipeline: (1) We took a face image dataset representing frames of a video, fully annotated with demographic
data, and we augmented it adding noise to simulate a video
scenario with several frames of different qualities. (2) We
used the uncontrolled Youtube Faces Database (YTF), a video
collection for which we mapped the Labelled Faces in the
Wild (LFW) gender and ethnicity labels to its corresponding
identities.

UvA-NEMO Smile Database [16]. This dataset is a largescale collection created to analyze the change in dynamics of
smiles for different ages varying from 8 to 76 years. It consist
of 1240 smile RGB videos (597 spontaneous and 643 posed)
from 400 subjects (185 female, 215 male), recorded with a
resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels under controlled illumination
conditions. Videos are annotated with gender, age, and specific smile spontaneity. Subjects are predominantly Caucasian
males (no other ethnicities were identified) and most of them
are “child-teenagers” or “middle-age”. Distribution of gender
and age groups can be found in Table I and sample images
from one subject of the database can be seen in the first row
of Figure 2.
EURECOM Kinect Face Dataset [26]. This dataset consists on the multimodal facial images of 52 people (14 females,
38 males) obtained by Kinect. The data was captured in two
sessions spaced for half a month. In each session, the dataset
provides the facial images of each person in nine states of
different facial expressions, lighting and occlusion conditions:
neutral, smile, open mouth, left profile, right profile, occlusion
eyes, occlusion mouth, occlusion paper and light on. We
have selected this dataset, because these nine images per
subject are actually frames extracted from a video. Although
we do not have the entire sequence, this configuration can
be approximated to an actual video scenario. Information
about the gender, year of birth, ethnicity, glasses presence and
capture time of each session is also available. Sample images
from one subject can be seen in the second row of Figure 2.
In order to simulate a longer video sequence with more
quality variability, we augmented each RGB sequence from
the EURECOM Kinect Face Dataset by adding noisy and low
resolution images. For each one of the nine original images
per sequence, we incorporated two generated images for a
total of 27: the first one was obtained by randomly adding 1
of 9 different types of noise to the original image; the second
one was created by down-scaling the original image to 20%
of its size, and then resizing it up to simulate poor resolution
conditions1 .
The dataset class distribution of gender and ethnicity can be
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1 http://rgb-d-2.eurecom.fr/

found in Table I. As can be seen, there is an imbalance that
indicates more males than females and more Caucasians than
people from other ethnicities, which is a common problem in
most of the image collections with demographic annotations,
as we found for the UvA-Nemo dataset. The age values range
from 25 to 38 years old: 45 subjects are considered “young”
(bellow 30 years old) and only 7 belong to “middle-age” class.
Hence, in this case we decided to estimate exact age instead
of age groups.
YTF Dataset [27]. This dataset was created to evaluate
unconstrained face recognition in videos. It contains 3 425
videos of 1 595 different people obtained from YouTube.
These videos are affected by many of the factors mentioned
above (see third row of Figure 2).

Fig. 2. Sample frames from one video sequence in UvA-Nemo (first row),
EURECOM (second row) and Youtube Faces (third row) datasets.

The YTF dataset was constructed starting from the subjects
in the popular Labeled Face in the Wild (LFW) database
[28]. Hence, we have mapped the 73 attribute labels obtained
for LFW in [29] with the subjects on YTF. From those
attributes, we kept the ones related to gender and ethnicity.
We employed a subset of the YTF dataset, comprising 25%
of the total dataset, where we manually checked the provided
labels for correctness, since the attribute labels available are
those automatically computed in [29] with an approximate
error of 10%. Given the task that we are trying to solve, it
was mandatory for us to have a fully correct ground-truth
information. In Table I, it can be seen the class distribution for
gender and ethnicity in the YTF dataset: there is also a large
imbalance in the data, similar to that found in EURECOM
and UvA-Nemo datasets. The predominant subject type is
Caucasian Male, for a large margin over other classes.
For the YTF, age labels were not directly transferable from
LFW. This is due to the fact that, in LFW, each subject
is assigned a single age-related label but, in YTF dataset,
many individuals have several video sequences from different
moments of their life, therefore, it is incorrect to make an
association of a single age group to all the sequences of the
same person.
B. Implementation details
In order to obtain individual demographic estimators for
gender, ethnicity and age, we trained CNN classifiers using

TABLE I
DATASETS DISTRIBUTION OF G ENDER : F EMALE (F), M ALE (M);
E THNICITY : C AUCASIAN (C), A FRICAN (A F ), A SIAN (A S ),
I NDIAN /L ATINAMERICAN (I/L); AND AGE : C HILD -T EENAGERS (0-18),
YOUNG (19-30), M IDDLE -AGE (31-59), S ENIOR (60-)
Datasets
UvA-Nemo

Gender
F
M
185

215

C
400

Ethnicity
Af
As

I/L

(0-18)

Age
(19-30)
(31-59)

(60-)

-

-

-

150

81

150

19

EURECOM

14

38

20

3

11

18

-

45

7

-

YTF

149

285

315

33

15

72

-

-

-

-

the MobileNet model [4], which is based on a streamlined
architecture to build light-weight deep neural networks, to
make the real-time estimation of a video sequence as efficient
as possible (MobileNet network structure is described in detail
in [4]). Training was performed on three publicly uncontrolled
image datasets: IMDB-Wiki Dataset [30], UTKFace Dataset
[31] and LFW [28]. We joined all three datasets to obtain a
larger and varied training set and we employed the same face
alignment and crop used in [30]. We considered exact age
range from 1 to 100 years old and four different classes in
ethnicity estimation: Caucasians, Africans, Asians and Others
(including Hispanics, Latinamericans and Indians).
For the quality classifier that should decide if a frame is
Good or Bad according to its 12 quality scores, we employed
a RF classifier, given its good results for classification tasks
and the possibility of interpreting their outcome in terms of
variable importance [25]. This feature can provide an idea
of how individual quality problems affect each specific softbiometric estimation.
C. Results
In order to validate our proposal, we performed experiments
in the selected datasets by comparing several frame combination strategies. “Individual frames” strategy just considers
frames as single independent images. The strategy named
“Sequence (all frames)” performs a majority voting among
all frames in a sequence. “Sequence - quality N frames”
performs the majority voting only taking into account the top
N most relevant frames in the sequence (for the present case
N = 5, 10), obtained with the attribute-specific quality assessment. “Sequence - random N frames” performs the majority
voting on N random frames of the sequence (N = 5, 10), and
it is intended to depict the case where quality information is
not used for frame selection.
In our experiments we used the accuracy of classification as
the evaluation metric. We show overall accuracy, the accuracy
for predicting individual classes and the geometric mean (GMean). G-Mean is a better overall estimation of performance
when the datasets are too unbalanced, as our case, since it
takes into account individual classes accuracy, disregarding
the number of samples in each class. For the case of exact
age estimation, we employed Mean Absolute Error (MAE),
which is the most used metric for this task, since exact age
is a continuous variable. In our case, MAE is an average of
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absolute errors between the ground-truth and the predicted
exact age.
1) Gender estimation: We performed gender estimation
experiments in 2 different subsets of the UvA-Nemo dataset
(the subset containing deliberate smile videos and the one
containing spontaneous smiles) and also in the entire collection
(see Table II). Our results were compared to those obtained
by the authors of [17] and [32], which are, to the best of
our knowledge, the only ones that validate gender estimation
in this video dataset. We also included performance accuracy
of a state-of-the-art classifier (called DEX) proposed by [30],
which is based on the popular VGG-16 architecture. Although
the original DEX model is devoted to estimate apparent age
from face images, the released gender estimation model2
shows impressive results, but at the cost of a considerable
increase in processing time (7 times slower than MobileNet).
For the experimentation in the two subsets (Deliberate and
Spontaneous smiles), we took the best performing method reported in [17], which corresponds to the combination of COTS
and Smile Dynamics (Bagged Trees, PCA), and we used it
in our comparison. Columns “Deliberate” and “Spontaneous”
from Table II shows a 15 folds average accuracy over these
two subsets respectively, considering two age groups: subjects
with less than 20 years old and subjects older than 19.
The proposal of [32] was validated in the entire UvA-Nemo
dataset. Authors reported average accuracy through 5 folds and
two age groups with a small variation with respect to the ones
defined in [17]: young people was considered from 20 or less
years old, and adult people older than 20, in this case. Results
are reported in column “Entire dataset” from Table II.
Since a large amount of videos in the dataset were considered as good quality videos, we were not able to train a
gender quality estimator for this collection due to the lack of
bad quality samples and their slight differences with the good
quality ones, as we explained in section IV-A. Our MobileNet
classifier was mostly accurate and stable in the classification
of individual frames, and that‘s why considering the majority
voting strategy among all frames don‘t really change individual frame‘s results and even by selecting random frames of
the sequence, the results remains consistent. The performance
accuracy of our model was always superior to the one reported
by [17] for both, deliberate and spontaneous subsets. In the
case of the entire dataset‘s results, the proposal of Bilinski
et al. [32] was 2.98% more accurate in the estimation of
people younger than 20 years old, but 3.08% less effective
than our model for adult people, resulting in a slightly better
G-Mean value for them (88.62% for [32] and 88.54% for
us). In comparison with the results obtained with the DEX
model, our MobileNet classifier was more accurate in most
of the experiments, showing superior overall and G-Mean
values in all cases. Even for the classification of people with
spontaneous smiles, when the DEX classifier obtained a result
1.01% better than ours in the adults subset, the MobileNet
model save the difference by being 3.89% more accurate in
2 https://data.vision.ee.ethz.ch/cvl/rrothe/imdb-wiki/

the estimation of younger people, showing a better G-Mean
performance. Best results by column are highlighted in bold.
Although we were not able to analyze the quality strategy
performance in this case, we thought it was useful to show
these results in order to compare our baseline methods to other
state-of-the-art works evaluated in this dataset.
In order to validate the hypothesis that a quality assessment could indeed improve the results obtained by using all
frames of a video sequence in more problematic scenarios, we
continue the experimentation in the other two datasets. Table
III show the results for gender estimation in the EURECOM
and YTF datasets. Our main goal is to show that the proposed
quality strategy for selecting frames in the video soft-biometric
estimation works with different classifiers and different conditions, and that‘s why best results by column are highlighted
for each classifier individually.
As can be seen in Table III, the proposed quality assessment
is effective without dependence on the dataset or the classifier.
For the EURECOM dataset, the strategy of selecting the top
5 more discriminant frames outperformed all other strategies,
yielding 100% of classification accuracy using our MobileNet
classifier. The strategy of selecting the top 10 more discriminant frames obtained the second best results. For the DEX
classifier this behaviour was confirmed. For the YTF dataset,
the best strategy was selecting the top 10 more relevant frames,
followed by the selection of the top 5, confirmed by both
classifiers. It is worth noting that in both datasets and for the
2 tested classifiers, our quality assessment strategy favored the
results of the minority class (Females) over the majority class
(Males).
2) Ethnicity estimation: In Table IV we show the results
for ethnicity estimation. We were not able to find an available
state-of-the-art pre-trained model for this task, therefore, we
used our MobileNet classifier alone. The results are very
similar to those displayed for gender estimation in both
EURECOM and YTF datasets: best performance by column
can be seen highlighted in bold. Once again, the best strategy
was the one selecting the top 5 more discriminant frames
and the second best was obtained selecting the top 10. It
is interesting to see that using our quality strategy, in the
EURECOM dataset, the minority classes Asian and Other
achieved 100% of accuracy, showing great improvements, and
the majority class (Caucasian) also was largely favored by
these quality strategies.
3) Age estimation: We validated our 6 different combination strategies in the UvA-Nemo collection for the task
of exact age estimation, and our results were compared to
the ones achieved by the authors of [16], who reported their
best performance using the fusion of appearance and dynamic
features. DEX classifier results were also included. UvANemo was split into 10 folds and a 10-fold cross validation
procedure was performed . In table V, best results by column
are highlighted in bold. Overall MAE represents the average
MAE by folds and ours is not better than the one obtained
in [16]; however, the MAE of individual age groups show
that our classifier is more consistent throughout all groups and
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TABLE II
G ENDER CLASSIFICATION RESULTS IN THE DELIBERATE AND SPONTANEOUS SUBSETS FROM U VA-N EMO DATASET, AND ALSO IN THE ENTIRE
COLLECTION
Deliberate
Accuracy (%)
G-Mean
< 20

Spontaneous
Accuracy (%)
G-Mean
< 20

Entire dataset
Accuracy (%)
G-Mean
≤ 20

Strategy

Overall

> 19

Overall

> 19

Overall

MobileNet (Ours)

Individual frames
Sequence (all frames)
Sequence - random 5 frames
Sequence - random 10 frames

90.27
90.51
91.28
90.67

89.11
88.84
89.69
88.95

83.90
83.29
84.35
83.29

94.64
94.77
95.37
95.00

89.25
88.96
88.46
89.29

88.62
87.89
87.45
88.12

83.61
82.21
81.94
82.44

93.92
93.97
93.32
94.20

89.59
89.76
89.19
89.59

88.47
88.54
87.83
88.31

83.20
83.32
82.12
82.89

94.08
94.09
93.94
94.09

DEX [30]

Individual frames
Sequence (all frames)
Sequence - random 5 frames
Sequence - random 10 frames

88.75
89.72
89.72
89.73

87.68
88.50
87.83
87.56

83.12
83.71
82.50
80.80

92.49
93.56
93.50
94.89

87.96
88.09
87.59
88.09

86.73
86.52
86.06
86.49

79.72
79.08
78.47
78.76

94.35
94.66
94.38
94.98

88.19
88.95
88.87
88.79

86.75
87.51
87.39
87.24

80.61
81.68
81.43
81.05

93.36
93.75
93.79
93.91

Dantcheva and Brémond [17]

Sequence (all frames)

-

84.53

76.92

92.89

-

84.58

76.92

93

-

-

-

-

Bilinski et al. [32]

Sequence (all frames)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

88.62

86.30

91.01

Classifier

> 20

TABLE III
G ENDER CLASSIFICATION RESULTS IN EURECOM AND YTF DATASETS

Classifier

EURECOM
Accuracy (%)
G-Mean
Female

YTF
Accuracy (%)
G-Mean
Female

Strategy

Overall

Male

Overall

MobileNet (Ours)

Individual frames
Sequence (all frames)
Sequence - random 5 frames
Sequence - random 10 frames
Sequence - quality 5 frames
Sequence - quality 10 frames

76.18
91.35
84.62
87.50
100.0
99.04

81.07
92.88
88.86
91.04
100.0
99.34

94.84
96.43
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

69.30
89.47
78.95
82.89
100.0
98.68

94.30
94.66
94.55
94.55
95.75
95.86

92.24
92.67
92.75
92.67
94.29
94.37

86.97
86.63
87.23
86.93
89.67
89.67

97.83
99.15
98.64
98.81
99.15
99.32

Male

DEX [30]

Individual frames
Sequence (all frames)
Sequence - random 5 frames
Sequence - random 10 frames
Sequence - quality 5 frames
Sequence - quality 10 frames

89.35
92.31
91.35
92.31
99.04
98.08

77.81
84.52
82.38
84.52
98.20
96.36

60.58
71.43
67.86
71.43
96.43
92.86

99.95
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

91.57
90.73
90.84
91.38
92.49
92.87

89.01
88.13
88.16
89.09
90.27
91.03

82.66
80.55
81.46
82.32
84.37
85.91

95.84
96.43
95.41
96.43
96.60
96.46

TABLE IV
E THNICITY CLASSIFICATION RESULTS IN EURECOM AND YTF DATASETS

Classifier
MobileNet (Ours)

Strategy

Overall

G-Mean

Individual frames
Sequence (all frames)
Sequence - random 5 frames
Sequence - random 10 frames
Sequence - quality 5 frames
Sequence - quality 10 frames

63.57
85.58
75.00
79.81
99.04
97.12

68.84
89.25
79.22
84.17
99.37
98.07

EURECOM
Accuracy (%)
Caucasian
African
57.69
72.50
75.00
77.50
97.50
92.50

91.98
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

that‘s why our standard deviation is considerable lower, from
4.87 that report the authors to 0.73 in our best experiment.
This little margin of difference in overall results is explained
by the imbalance problem in this dataset, as can be seen in
the last row of Table V. That‘s why we included a column
showing the G-Mean for age groups, in order to take into
account the unbalanced classes. In that column it is possible
to see that our results are much better than the one of [16].
DEX classifier was slightly more accurate than our MobileNet
model, especially for group ages over 50 years old; however,
as explained before, DEX is no suitable for video applications
due to its larger processing time. There was no room for a
quality procedure in this experiment, due to the intrinsic good
quality of UvA-Nemo dataset.
In Table VI we can see the validation for exact age
estimation in the EURECOM dataset using our MobileNet

Asian

Other

Overall

G-Mean

66.67
95.45
72.73
86.36
100.0
100.0

63.48
91.67
72.22
75.00
100.0
100.0

75.67
76.63
76.30
76.20
78.59
78.37

68.55
67.89
65.49
65.11
70.19
69.85

YTF
Accuracy (%)
Caucasian
African
83.20
83.90
84.20
84.20
85.54
85.39

89.91
87.67
87.67
89.04
93.15
93.15

Asian

Other

82.84
76.67
70.00
70.00
76.67
76.67

35.64
37.67
35.62
34.25
39.73
39.04

classifier and DEX. The Overall MAE shows an improvement
for the strategy of selecting the 10 top most relevant frames
for MobileNet, and for DEX the largest improvement was
obtained by selecting the 5 best ones. In general, the MAE
for individual ages also exhibits the same behavior. In bold,
best results by column for each classifier are highlighted.
D. Discussion
According to the experiments performed in the previous
section, we can confirm that the quality analysis in the
soft biometrics prediction is a relevant step to improve the
classification results in video scenarios. We could see that
the performance of the three demographic attribute estimators
exhibit similar behavior when selecting the most relevant
frames in each case.
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TABLE V
MAE IN THE ESTIMATION OF EXACT AGE IN U VA-N EMO DATASET

Classifier

Strategy

Overall

G-Mean

0-9

10-19

MAE (years)
20-29
30-39

40-49

50-59

60-69

70-79

MobileNet (Ours)

Frames
Seq. (all frames)
Seq. random 5
Seq. random 10

4.94
4.88
4.95
4.93

(±
(±
(±
(±

0.76)
0.73)
0.81)
0.75)

3.92
3.77
3.79
3.76

0.62
0.53
0.55
0.53

2.49
2.55
2.52
2.54

7.23
7.27
7.25
7.17

7.02
6.6
6.81
6.69

6.98
6.59
6.81
6.81

6.75
7.2
6.83
7.12

6.6
6.32
6.43
6.23

2.27
2.08
2.09
2.05

DEX [30]

Frames
Seq. (all frames)
Seq. random 5
Seq. random 10

4.13
4.09
4.18
4.09

(±
(±
(±
(±

0.88)
1.03)
0.98)
1.06)

3.19
3.02
3.23
3.11

1.33
1.23
1.22
1.18

1.43
1.37
1.41
1.35

6.21
6.18
6.13
6.31

6.98
6.74
7.23
6.74

5.89
5.69
5.82
5.74

3.99
3.91
3.94
3.78

4.76
4.69
4.85
4.87

1.15
0.95
1.38
1.22

Dibeklioğlu et al. [16]

Seq. (all frames)

4.81 (± 4.87)

5.96

2.73

2.99

5.45

6.83

4.35

8.45

10.87

13.18

Number of samples

-

1 240

-

158

333

215

171

250

66

30

17

TABLE VI
MAE IN THE ESTIMATION OF EXACT AGE IN EURECOM DATASET

Strategy

Overall

G-Mean

25

26

27

28

MAE (years)
29

30

31

32

33

36

38

MobileNet (Ours)

Frames
Seq. (all frames)
Seq. random 5
Seq. random 10
Seq. quality 5
Seq. quality 10

7.19
5.56
6.13
5.45
4.36
4.21

8.36
6.86
6.91
6.74
5.56
5.57

6.31
4.22
3.57
2.50
2.50
2.43

6.90
5.86
6.14
5.07
4.07
3.50

6.22
3.75
4.71
4.21
3.33
3.25

6.42
4.64
6.77
4.45
3.95
3.18

7.60
9.83
6.33
7.17
5.83
6.17

8.05
5.70
7.30
8.10
4.10
4.50

12.85
10.50
14.00
13.50
9.00
11.00

9.04
8.17
9.00
8.33
6.67
7.00

7.05
5.50
5.00
5.50
5.50
5.50

13.20
14.00
10.50
14.50
13.50
14.00

12.20
10.00
8.00
10.50
11.00
11.00

DEX [30]

Frames
Seq. (all frames)
Seq. random 5
Seq. random 10
Seq. quality 5
Seq. quality 10

9.58
8.87
7.93
8.91
5.78
6.59

10.01
8.23
8.73
9.49
4.11
4.57

9.24
6.64
7.86
6.36
7.14
7.21

8.53
9.07
6.64
7.86
7.57
7.50

9.00
7.42
6.54
7.21
5.29
4.38

9.82
9.73
8.59
10.45
6.59
9.68

9.54
7.33
7.50
10.50
8.33
5.83

10.50
10.2
8.70
10.20
2.80
6.60

12.57
12.00
12.00
12.00
6.50
7.00

11.10
12.67
10.00
12.00
3.33
5.83

10.74
14.00
8.50
14.00
2.00
2.00

11.26
17.00
10.00
12.50
3.00
2.50

8.59
1.00
11.50
5.50
1.00
1.00

Classifier

It is important to notice that in video applications where
an online prediction is desired, it is not possible to use
the “Sequence (all frames)” strategy, because a response is
required before having the entire sequence of a subject. This
provides additional importance to the frame selection strategy
that should be used in this type of scenarios.
One of our main interests when we introduced the quality
strategy in the context of videos, was to show that the
decrease in the number of frames to be classified was also
coupled to a decrease in the processing time. With the aim
to corroborate that the selection and further classification of
discriminant frames is less consuming than a standard strategy,
we measured the average time of evaluating the 12 quality
measures, the average time of a frame to be classified with
our RF attribute-specific quality estimator, and the average
prediction time of our MobileNet classifiers. Our experiments
were conducted in Windows, in a PC with 8GB of RAM, I74770 Intel processor to a maximum speed of 3.40GHZ, with 4
cores and 8 logical processors. Results showed a value of 20
milliseconds (ms) for using the overall quality procedure over
a frame and 45 ms for the MobileNet prediction. Therefore,
if we consider that the amount of 10 best quality frames is
required to accurate represent a video sequence, we could
define the entire time (ms) of classification by using quality
as 20 · F + 45 · 10, and the entire time (ms) of classification
without using quality as 45 · F , with F being the total number
of frames in the sequence. In this case, our quality approach

by using 10 frames will be effective for videos that satisfy the
inequality: 20 · F + 45 · 10 ≤ 45 · F , which means that our
strategy is suitable if we need to classify 18 or more video
frames per sequence (since 18 ≤ F ), or a minimum of 9
frames if we substitute 10 by 5 discriminant frames.
Another interesting analysis is the relation of quality problems with the correct classification of soft biometrics in a
given image or frame. Using the variable importance measure,
proposed by Breiman for the RF classifier [25], we could see
that the Illumination and Color Leveling quality scores were
among the most relevant features for selecting good frames
for classification. In the same way, Mouth state (Open/Close),
Eyes state (Open/Close) and Gaze scores were the least important features, which might be an indication that, in terms of
quality, environmental conditions could affect more than facial
expressions in the estimation of these demographic attributes.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper we addressed the problem of classifying demographic soft-biometrics in face videos, specifically gender,
ethnicity and age. We proposed to take into account several
quality issues that affect video sequences, with the hypothesis
that given the benefit of information redundancy provided by
several frames of the same individual, it is possible to select
some single frames with less quality problems to improve the
video sequence classification.
Our experiments, conducted in two datasets and with two
different classifiers, showed that using this quality assessment
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was useful for improving the overall sequence prediction in
all cases and, in several cases, the minority classes showed
a larger improvement over the others. This might be an
indication that an appropriate frame selection can mitigate the
biases of specific gender, ethnicity and age classification.
As future work, we plan to conduct more extensive experiments and to explore other video frame combinations beyond
majority voting, that may also benefit by these quality selection
strategy. Also, a deeper analysis regarding the quality problems
that affect each specific soft biometric modality would be
interesting.
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